Abstract. The problem of electromagnetic wave propagation over a horizontal, nonconstant immittance plane, whose immittance value is a function of incident grazing angle, is considered. An equivalent specification of the immittance surface is in terms of its angle-dependent reflection coefficient. Expressions are provided for the field on a vertical line given the field on a previous vertical line. The vertical line field is initialized at the plane containing the source where its aperture current distribution is specified. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional fields are considered, and the expressions are valid for either polarization. The form of expressions is particularly suited for implementing with the Fourier split-step algorithm of the parabolic wave equation. Extension to inhomogeneous atmosphere to account for mild atmospheric inhomogeneities is presented. Several examples are considered where the immittance arises from small-scale and large-scale surface roughnesses. A numerical procedure is described wherein incomplete or approximate reflection coefficient data are made to conform to the assumptions made in the development of the expressions. This is demonstrated for a surface reflection coefficient which is governed by the Miller-Brown-Vegh roughness reduction factor. Numerical results are presented for propagation under ducting conditions over a rough surface for frequencies from HF through microwave. 
Introduction
The problem of wave propagation over a nonconstant impedance/admittance (immittanc½) is important in a number of areas. It is encountered, for instance, in the propagation of radio waves over a random rough surface where one replaces the latter by means of an impedance plane. The equivalent impedance is such that it produces the same reflection coefficient for specular waves as the original problem [Bass and Fuks, 1979] . Its value in the spectral domain depends not only on the statistics and the spectrum of the rough surface but also on the angle of incidence of the waves impinging on the surface [Barrick, 1998; . Such an impedance or admittance whose value varies as a function of incidence angle is referred to as a nonconstant immittanc½. When the roughness scales are small in comparison to the wavelength of the incident radio wave, the equivalent impedance approaches a constant value irrespective of the grazing angle. However, when the roughness scales are large, the nontypical variation of specular reflection coefficient with the grazing angle renders the equivalent impedance nonconstant. The rough- The parabolic equation technique, among others, is widely used in the study of wave propagation over smooth earth and inhomogeneous atmosphere. Parabolic equation formulations are very attractive for long-range propagation prediction because of their ability to account for mild atmospheric inhomogeneities. The technique has been applied with great success for height-as well as range-dependent refractive indices [Levy, 2000] . To properly account for surface roughness or incorporate the roughness reduction factor in the parabolic equation formulation had been the goal of many propagation researchers lately [Janaswamy, 1995; Dockery and Kuttler, 1996; Levy, 1997] . A rigorous and simple way to do this is still far from complete. Current formulations, which are all based on a constant impedance surface, use ad hoc fixes to treat surfaces with arbitrary reflection coefficients and have no theoretical justification. For example, in the approach of Dockery and Kuttler, one first estimates the grazing angles produced near the surface at a given range. The grazing angles are dependent in a complicated manner on range and on the atmospheric inhomogeneities. The dominant grazing angle is extracted, and the specular reflection 387 coefficient corresponding to this angle is chosen to define a constant impedance for the surface. However, the constant impedance resulting from this procedure produces the correct reflection coefficient for angles near the dominant grazing angle but incorrect reflection coefficients for other angles. For instance, even for the case of horizontal polarization, such a procedure results in a reflection coefficient that has associated with it a Brewster's type of phenomenon.
The problem of propagation over a nonconstant impedance is also important in the study of sound propagation inside the ocean, where the ocean bed presents an angle-dependent surface loss [Moore- Head et al., 1989] . Once again, rigorous treatment of the angle-dependent surface loss with the parabolic equation has not been resolved yet.
Our current work is motivated by the need to provide a rigorous formulation for including angledependent surface immittance within the parabolic equation framework. To this end, we derive and present expressions for the fields due to distributed sources placed over a nonconstant immittance plane. 
Theory
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Ox 1 0211 Once again a rational function is an example of such an analytic function. Because the field in the far zone is governed primarily by the direct ray and the specularly reflected ray, and because the actual data can be made very close to a relatively high order rational approximation within the visible region, the field determined by using the latter will capture the true physics of the problem. This will also be illus- 
where k p is the radial wave number and r 2 = x 2 + y2 + (z -z')2,
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Extension to Inhomogeneous Atmosphere
The forms shown in (29) and (44) are also very useful when mild inhomogeneities in the refractive index exist in the upper half-space. They can be directly used in the Fourier split-step algorithm [Tappert, 1977] [Janaswamy, 1998 ].
The present formulation directly takes into account the effects of angle-dependent reflection coefficient present at all grazing angles. Thus there is no need to estimate the dominant grazing angles to define a constant admittance as is done by Dockery and Kuttler [1996] and Levy [1997] . Note that the residue calculations need be done only once for the entire surface irrespective of the number of range steps and the atmospheric data. Moreover, if the range is large enough, the contribution of the residue terms diminishes because Im (k n) > 0, and they may be dropped altogether as remarked previously.
Rational Approximation to Fñ (k z)
In this section a procedure is described wherein data on an incompletely specified reflection coefficient are used to generate an approximate analytical 
For the sake of illustration here we will assume F ñs(kz) = -1, which, incidentally, is a reasonable approximation for horizontal polarization over material half-spaces at VHF frequencies and above. The concept of the roughness reduction factor is often used in the estimation of propagation loss caused by a rough sea surface on long-distance propagation, and it has been the desire of many propagation modelers to incorporate it rigorously into the parabolic equa- behaved for all real values of k z. As remarked earlier, the synthetic surface wave terms will decay both in range and height. The exact equation and the rational approximation are plotted in Figure 3 and are seen to be very close to each other over a large dynamic range. Over the range of X shown, the relative error IIoo() -pa(x)ll2/llpo(x)ll2 is less than 1%. The error can be substantially reduced by considering even higher order rational approximations.
3.
Numerical Results we will consider a transmitting antenna at height z = H t with a specified current distribution f(z) and present results for the propagation factor. In free space the far-zone field E,t,(p, z) can be obtained sphere are shown in Table 4 We illustrate the practicality of the latter numerical approach by considering the Miller-Brown-Vegh roughness reduction factor and showing an accurate rational approximation to it. Numerical results were generated for constant admittance and nonconstant admittance, both for the cases with and without atmospheric refraction. The nonconstant immittances encountered in this paper are induced by roughness. Other nonconstant immittances can be incorporated in a similar manner. Several examples were considered, including propagation over rough surfaces at HF frequencies and propagation over rough surfaces at microwave frequencies in the presence of evaporation and surface ducts. The results were compared favorably with other approaches, validating the theory provided in the paper. As straightforward as they may seem, the analytical results presented in this paper are also aimed at clearing the misconception that a vertical spectral decomposition of the type evident in (44) can only be carried out for a constant impedance surface. It is our belief that the expressions will find immediate use in the modeling of forward propagation of radio waves over rough surfaces that are characterized by means of an equivalent impedance. More detailed comparisons with experiments and other environmental data will be the subject of a future paper. 
